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An eye for synergies

- Objective
  Joint efforts and alignment with key players that will add value to your work and allow you to maximise your impact and efficiency.

- How?
  By developing an extensive network of collaborating organisations at different dimensions and levels.

✔ A strategy for synergies and a roadmap to achieve your objectives
EC Policy DGs
- Related to UM, ADMA, EU multipliers, ETPs, JPIs, PPPs, S3Ps, JTIs, EASME, EIT Innovation Communities, International orgs/ initiatives
- Related to skills, SMEs, R&I, education, regional excellence/ development

EIT fostering interaction and facilitating synergies
Some examples..

- **EIT InnoEnergy** is one of the key actors coordinating the **SET Plan** Integrated Roadmap 2014-2020

- **EIT Health’s Strategic Advisory Board** with EC High Level participation

- **EIT Digital** coordinating **H2020 Manufacturing Industry Digital Innovation Hubs** project, by working with PPP Factories for the Future and I4MS

- **EIT Climate-KIC** working with **JRC** S3P Energy and Lagging Regions Team in the context of EIT RIS activities and alignment with **Smart Specialisation Strategies**

- **EIT Raw Materials** - responsibility for organizing the ‘**Raw Materials University Days**’

- **EIT Food** participating in H2020 Coordination & Support Action project for **Food2030 Policy Framework**

- EIT Community activities (cross-KIC collaboration) facilitated & funded by EIT